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Abstract 

Advertising has a huge impact on people and the environment. With digitalization, advertising 

follows every individual at almost every step, so the impact of advertising is intense. Today, 

almost every person is also a customer, and as a recipient of information, is exposed to 

advertisements much longer than before. The article reveals that most Slovenian advertising 

agencies, production companies, and digital agencies (digital marketing agencies) are not 

aware, do not know, or do not communicate this fact. So are their influences ethical enough that 

we can talk about ethical advertising and ethical marketing for ethical sustainable development? 

We answered the research questions with empirical qualitative analysis (data published on their 

websites, social networks, and as a result of keyword searches in the Google search engine). 

Analyzed organizations reflect compliance with the law and the code of ethics of advertising, 

but more or less do not communicate advertising influences and ethical effects of advertising. 

Only one advertising agency chooses its clients regarding the criteria of ethical advertising 

because it has committed to the great impact that advertising brings. We can conclude, that 

advertising agencies have not yet taken advantage of the wave of accelerated digitization to 

implement and communicate ethical advertising, because they have no strategy about it. In 

further research, we will compare the established results with an analysis in which we will ask 

the same (and some upgraded) questions to the agencies with the method of an interview.  

Keywords: Ethical advertising, Ethical Marketing, Digital agencies and marketing, 

Advertising agencies, Advertising influence.  
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Etično oglaševanje in vpliv digitalizacije 
Povzetek 

Oglaševanje ima velik vpliv na ljudi in okolje. Z digitalizacijo oglaševanje zasleduje človeka 

skoraj na vsakem koraku, zato je vpliv oglaševanja intenziven. Danes je skoraj vsak človek tudi 

kupec in je kot prejemnik informacij oglasom izpostavljen veliko več časa kot prej. Članek 

odkriva, da se tega večina slovenskih oglaševalskih agencij, produkcijskih hiš in digitalnih 

agencij (agencij za digitalni marketing) ne zaveda, ne pozna ali ne komunicira. Ali so torej 

njihovi vplivi dovolj etični, da lahko govorimo o etičnem oglaševanju in etičnem marketingu 

za etični trajnostni razvoj? Na raziskovalna vprašanja smo odgovorili z empirično kvalitativno 

analizo. Organizacije, ki smo jih analizirali po podatkih, objavljenih na njihovih spletnih 

straneh, družbenih omrežjih in kot rezultat iskanja po ključnih besedah v iskalniku google, 

odsevajo skladnost z zakonom in etičnim oglaševalskim kodeksom, manj ali nič pa ne pa 

komunicirajo oglaševalskih vplivov ter etičnih učinkov oglaševanja. Samo ena oglaševalska 

agencija izbira svoje naročnike glede na kriterije etičnega oglaševanja, ker se zaveda velikega 

vpliva, ki ga oglaševanje prinaša. Oglaševalske agencije torej še niso izkoristile vala pospešene 

digitalizacije za implementacijo in komunikacijo etičnega oglaševanja, ker o njem strateško še 

ne razmišljajo. Ugotovljene rezultate bomo v nadaljnjem raziskovanju primerjali z analizo, v 

kateri bomo ista (ter nekatera nadgrajena) vprašanja zastavili agencijam v obliki intervjuja.  

Ključne besede: Etično oglaševanje, Etični marketing, Digitalne agencije in marketing, 

Oglaševalske agencije, Oglaševalski vpliv. 
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1. Backgrounds 

1.1. Ethical advertising 

Ethical Advertising is part of basic ethics in action series. Ethical advertising uses moral 

principles set between the buyer and the seller. Ethical advertising does not make false, 

misleading, or fake claims of the goods or services. Advertisers should think about how to 

generate creative, informative, entertaining, correct, and informative messages to 

consumers.  (Sharma, R., Som, G. (2018).    

The advertising messages should be based on truth, faith, and honesty. Paloranta (2014) says 

that advertising is ethical when it is compatible and liable with generally accepted social 

values. Ethical advertising has four components: fairness, truth, taste, and decency. It is 

important for advertisers to set borders and freedom to create ethical advertisements and 

campaigns. (Sharma, R., Som, G. 2018).   

It is advertising that has a positive effect on people, with the least damage to the natural 

environment - it has a positive social impact. It is the promotion of products, services, and 

projects in the field of health, these are clean technologies, bio food, eco cleaners, eco 

cosmetics, eco-tourism…It is a socially responsible business; a job that is responsible to society. 

Of course, there is no ethical advertising without ethical business and ethical attitude and 

mindset. 

Unethical advertising is considered one of the most unethical businesses practices, especially 

that related to mass media and Internet selling and advertising (Zabid and Alsagoff 1993; Austin 

and Reed 1999). Ullah and Hussain (2015) studied the effect of unethical advertising on 

consumer behavior within the Pakistan setting. The study found that unethical misleading 

advertising and even stereotyping advertising are negatively influencing consumers’ buying 

behavior and even customers’ intentions. 

1.2. Ethical marketing 

Similar to ethical advertising, marketing is considered to be ethical if it has a positive social 

and environmental impact on people and the environment, as well as fair relationships. 

Marketing is, of course, a broader concept than advertising, which is part of it. It also means 

designing and marketing a brand. This is what advertisers and advertising agencies do together. 

»We talk about ethical marketing, but perhaps we should adopt a more progressive term, »ethos 

marketing«. It makes a brand feel marginal, and after all, shouldn't all marketing be ethical?« 

(Arnold, C., 2009). 

1.3 Digital agencies and digital marketing 

It is with the digitization of media and media content that digital marketing was created. 

Advertising agencies that specialize in advertising the products and services of their clients over 

the Internet are called digital agencies or digital marketing agencies. 

Digital marketing includes the activities of advertising, and marketing over the Internet, which 

can be done by advertisers themselves or with the help of digital marketing agencies. Digital 

marketing activities are: online store and website management, keyword optimization, Google 
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SEO optimization, Google off-site optimization, Advertising on Google (Search, Display, 

Video), AdWords…, social network management (Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest, 

Twitter, Snapchat, Tik-Tok, WhatsUp, management of the Youtube business channel (Youtube 

is also a social network), e-mail marketing, SMS marketing… (Korošec, M., 2019) 

1.4. Advertising agencies 

In contrast to the later digital agencies, some classic advertising agencies were established 

before 1995. At that time, the television company Pro Plus d.o.o. with the TV program POP 

TV - this is the beginning of the expansion of television advertising in Slovenia. In a short time, 

some 20 advertising agencies emerged, offering mostly television advertising and ad 

production. Some advertising agencies also offered outdoor advertising, radio advertising, and 

print advertising, and some specialized only in the production of advertising ads in various 

media. 

Even before the advent of digital agencies, some agencies specialized in organizing and 

marketing events, but even these soon began to offer digital marketing as well. Today, there is 

no longer an advertising agency that only offers television advertising. 

In fact, with digitization (transfer of content and possible marketing to the Internet), advertising 

agencies have also been digitized. They have been digitized mainly in a way that they can 

present advertising on their website with online tools, as well as and, above all, measuring the 

effectiveness of advertising. Advertising and measuring effects are feasible and meaningful in 

the digital world, which is a great advantage over television advertising, which must rely on 

more analogous methods of measuring through surveys and research. Television companies 

measure the time a family spends on a particular program, but these results are not reliable, so 

they combine them with other methods. But this area goes beyond the purpose of this post. 

1.5. Advertising influence  

In the continuation of the article, we will investigate whether advertising agencies in Slovenia 

are aware of the advertising impact on human health and the environment. How does 

advertising affect people's health and values, how does it affect nature, the environment in 

which we live? Do they know what the social effect is? 

Ethical advertising has a positive social impact and does as little harm to the environment as 

possible, whether neutral or even positive. Social effects are health, peace, dignity, inclusion, 

socialization, equality, well-being (mobility, satisfaction, happiness….), In short – values of 

social responsibility. Most of the social impacts are addressed by the 2030 United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goals. 
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Picture 1: Sustainable goals as ethical advertising targets. 

Source: (United Nations, 2021). 

2. Digitization of media and its consequences 

Digitization began with the conversion of the analog data format into digital form and the digital 

mode of transmission of this data. 

The CD (Compact Disc) was invented in 1979 and the first commercial CD was released in 

1982 (BBC, 2019). 

In digital broadcasting systems, the analog audio signal is digitized, compressed using an audio 

coding format such as AAC+ (MDCT)[1] or MP2, and transmitted using a digital modulation 

scheme. The aim is to increase the number of radio programs in a given spectrum, to improve 

the audio quality, to eliminate fading problems in mobile environments, to allow additional 

datacasting services, and to decrease the transmission power or the number of transmitters 

required to cover a region. However, analog radio (AM and FM) is still more popular and 

listening to radio over IP (Internet Protocol) is growing in popularity. (Wikipedia, 2021). In 

2012 four digital wireless radio systems are recognized by the International Telecommunication 

Union: the two European systems, Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) and Digital Radio 

Mondiale (DRM), the Japanese ISDB-T and the in-band on-channel technique used in the US 

and Arab world and branded as HD Radio. 

The development of digital consumer technologies has enabled the digitization of text, sound, 

images, video, and film in just over a quarter of a century. It was only a matter of time before 

the process of digitization in the production and distribution of television (in the film) would 

begin. (Horvat, B. 2008 in Monitor). The originator of digital television (IPTV) in Slovenia was 

SIOL, which offered a presentation at the Teleinfos fair in 2003 and offered it in the autumn of 
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the same year, which was also an offer of novelties on a European scale. In 2005, T-2 joined 

AMIS at Tuš Telekom with the latest solution of 2009. Digital cable television (DVB-C). The 

founder of digital cable television in Slovenia was Ljubljana Cable at the beginning of 2005, 

followed by KRS Rotovž at UPC Telemach (with a limited offer of a handful of programs in 

an additional package, which was significantly expanded recently, in 2021). Digital cable 

television (DVB-C) offers much more than analog (program image, EPG program guide, 

protection of individual programs, etc.), but cable operators are currently not available in 

advance (Horvat, B. in Monitor). 

When we started working in television in 1994, the ads were recorded big on beta tapes. It was 

an analog video and audio recording that was dubbed into ad blocks. In 2016, Sony stopped 

making television beta tapes. Media content, as well as ads, have moved to the computer. With 

digitalization, we were able to assemble and move the media content easily or change the 

sequence as desired. The ads become to be found in an instant, by keywords, it was the end of 

spinning the tape and pasting the contents. 

Digitization has resulted in faster transfer of content from the producer of information to the 

user of it, as well as ubiquity. Ads are present on all screens, even on the roads. 

Media, advertising agencies, creative or. production houses, creative actors (screenwriters, 

graphic designers, cameramen, announcers, producers…), and advertisers have an even greater 

impact on a wide range of information users after the digitalization of their content (including 

advertisements) is practically completed. Everyone is responsible for their own influences, so 

the responsibility of stakeholders in the advertising industry is high. 

3. Research and Analysis 

We researched a research question if the influences of advertising agencies in Slovenia are 

ethical enough that we can talk about ethical advertising and ethical marketing for ethical 

sustainable development. We answered the research questions with empirical qualitative 

analysis (data published on their websites, social networks, and as a result of keyword searches 

in the Google search engine). 

We used the keywords »advertising agency« and »digital marketing agency« and found 51 

agencies in Slovenia. Three of them have their web pages under construction. 

We found 10 keywords on the websites of 48 agencies that characterize the concept of ethical 

advertising: »Ethics«, »Ethical advertising«, »Social Responsibility«, »Ethically«, »Social 

Responsible«, »Responsibility«, »Influence«, »Environment«, »Health« and »Social Impact«. 
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Table 1: Advertising agencies and keywords of ethical advertising (N=48) 

 

Advertising agencies list many grammatically similar words to our keywords on their websites, 

e.g. “effective” instead of “effect” (social), “social” networks instead of “social” responsibility, 

etc., which means they think entirely from a marketing and sales point of view. This shows their 

focus on the marketing effectiveness of their clients ’advertising without thinking about the 

ethics of advertising, the consequences, and the impacts. One agency even cites a “cure” for 

mediocrity instead of a keyword in terms of human “health”. 

The names and websites of the 48 advertising agencies surveyed are not listed for data 

protection reasons. We can mention by name only one advertising agency Etika d.o.o., which 

is owned by us. Its websites www.etika.si and www.ethical-advertising.eu are under renovation, 

therefore the company was not included in the survey, but its other communication activities 

(social networks, e-mail newsletters, conferences, etc.) show that the company addresses all 

keywords. We know this needs to be considered with other agencies as well, but the research 

in this article is limited to keyword research on their websites. 

An index is the proportion of keywords listed by an advertising agency on its website. We can 

find that the index is extremely small, averaging 1.7 out of 10 or about approx. 3.541% of all 

analyzed advertising agencies. 

http://www.etika.si/
http://www.ethical-advertising.eu/
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At the same time, we are aware that not listing keywords that are specific to ethical advertising 

does not mean that they do not implement ethical advertising in practice, but that they do not 

communicate (emphasize) it on their website (which is otherwise the basis). 

We can see a similar situation in the case of some other key stakeholders in the advertising 

industry.  

Table 2: Some of the major players in the advertising industry 

 

From many examples of good practices that raise public awareness about people not drinking 

under the influence of alcohol, planting trees, walking rather than by car, and similar campaigns, 

we know that the positive effect of advertising and social impact exists. However, these 

activities are also not properly communicated, as shown in Table 3. 

4. Findings and Conclusions 

Regarding the research question »Are the influences of advertising agencies in Slovenia ethical 

enough that we can talk about ethical advertising and ethical marketing for ethical sustainable 

development?« in this article we reveal that big majority of Slovenian advertising agencies do 

not communicate on their web pages the ethical advertising, social responsibility and positive 

social impact, however, they prefer to promote the effectiveness of their advertising services. 

We can conclude, that advertising agencies have not yet taken advantage of the wave of 

digitalization to promote and communicate common values on their websites, as 

communication via websites is the basic communication during the information age. 

Our hypothesis was that the influences of advertising agencies in Slovenia are not ethical 

enough, because there is no awareness of the necessity of ethics and social responsibility in 

advertising itself, as they do not communicate this on their websites. Our hypothesis can be 

partially confirmed through the answers to the research questions, namely in the part where we 

claim that advertising agencies do not communicate the values of ethical advertising on their 

websites. It is possible that they implement stated values with other marketing activities which 

in this article we did not research. 

It seems that advertisers prefer to promote ethical values themselves. But that’s already a topic 

for another post. 
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